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Abstract— Over the past years grid infrastructures
have been deployed at larger and larger scales, with
envisioned deployments incorporating tens of thousands of resources. Therefore, application scheduling
algorithms can become unscalable (albeit polynomial)
and thus unusable in large-scale environments. One
reason for unscalability is that these algorithms perform implicit resource selection. One can achieve better scalability by performing explicit resource selection independently from scheduling in a ”decoupled”
approach. Furthermore, we hypothesize that one can
achieve similar or even better performance as with the
non-decoupled approach, which we call the ”one step”
approach, by selecting resources judiciously. Leveraging
the Virtual Grid abstraction, we demonstrate that the
decoupled approach is indeed both scalable and effective in large-scale and highly heterogeneous resource
environments.

I. Introduction
Grids [11], [12] are attractive platforms for deploying
parallel and distributed applications at large scale and/or
high performance. One key issue for achieving these goals
is that of application scheduling, that is the decision
process by which application components are allocated
to available resources to optimize some metric of performance. Scheduling parallel and distributed applications is
a well-known difficult problem [13] and many scheduling
heuristics have been proposed in the literature (see [17]
and [5] for surveys of scheduling heuristics for applications with and without task dependencies). Scheduling
applications onto grid platforms poses new challenges and
has been studied for many relevant application classes [6],
[21], [9]. One distinguishing feature of grid platforms is the
large number of individual resources, with current systems
containing thousands of resources and future systems incorporating tens or hundreds of thousands. This volume of
resources raises scalability issues (e.g., resource discovery,
resource monitoring). In this paper we specifically address
the scalability of the scheduling algorithm itself: how can

one compute an application schedule in a short amount
of time while considering a large number of potential
resources?
We observe that although the resource environment
may contain large numbers of resources, all taken into
consideration when computing a schedule, typically only a
small subset of these resources is used for running the application. In essence, most scheduling heuristics typically
perform implicit resource selection: the set of resources
used by the application emerges from the computation
of the schedule. In this paper we improve the scalability
of the scheduling process by performing explicit resource
selection: in contrast to the traditional one-step approach,
which considers all available resources when scheduling, we
use a decoupled approach, which selects the resources for
consideration first and then schedules the application on
these resources.
We use the Virtual Grid (VG) abstraction, which we
described in previous work [16]. A VG provides a highlevel, hierarchical abstraction of the resource collection
that is needed and used by an application. A user creates a
VG specification, written in the Virtual Grid Description
Language (vgDL), and passes it to the Virtual Grid Execution System (vgES). The vgES performs fast resource
selection in grid environments with hundreds of thousands
of resources, returning a set of selected physical resources
on which one can schedule the application. The set of
selected resources is typically many orders of magnitude
smaller than the whole universe of resources, and the
running time of a scheduling algorithm over this smaller
subset of resources is also orders of magnitude shorter.
While decoupling resource selection from scheduling in
large-scale systems as described above clearly improves
scalability, a key question is: what is the impact of decoupled resource selection and scheduling on the quality
of the resulting schedule? In this paper we study decoupled resource selection and scheduling in the context of

workflow applications in large-scale highly heterogeneous
grid environments and make three contributions:
1) We demonstrate how the VG abstraction can be
leveraged to decouple resource selection and application scheduling in a generic way (i.e., our approach
is in principle applicable to any scheduling algorithm
and any grid application).
2) One key issue in our decoupled approach is that of
choosing an appropriate resource selection methodology. We discuss and provide a quantitative evaluation of several factors that affect the construction
of an appropriate VG specification.
3) Using simulations of representative workflow applications on representative grid environments, we
quantify the trade-off between scalability and schedule quality for our decoupled approach, demonstrating that it achieves schedule quality comparable to
that achieved by one step approaches, at dramatically higher scalability.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
present our decoupled resource selection and scheduling
approach for large-scale Grid environment. Section III discusses our resource selection strategy, by introducing the
Virtual Grid concept, the specific scheduling and selection
methodologies used and the application context in which
we evaluate it. Experimental evaluation and results are
presented in Section IV. Section V discusses related work,
and Section VI concludes the paper with a summary of
contributions and perspectives on future work.
II. Decoupled Scheduling Approach
The process of scheduling a parallel application on a
distributed platform can be described as follows. Given an
application that consists of m “tasks” (e.g., computations,
I/O operations), and given a platform that consists of
n “resources” (e.g., CPUs, disks, networks), compute a
mapping of tasks to time and to resources (i.e., task i starts
executing at time t on resource j). This mapping is called a
schedule, and the “scheduling problem” consists in computing a schedule that optimizes some metric, such as overall
application execution time (or makespan). The scheduling
problem has been studied in many contexts (with task
dependencies [17], with independent tasks [5], etc.), is
known to be NP-complete in most of its instances [13],
and many polynomial-time scheduling heuristics have been
proposed.
When there are many heterogeneous resources and/or
when the application has fewer concurrent tasks than there
are resources, many resources are unused. In our experience, this is usually the case when scheduling scientific
applications onto large-scale grid platforms. In fact, most
applications use only a very small fraction of all available
resources. In such cases, we say that the heuristic performs
implicit resource selection. Results presented in this paper
show that, on platforms that incorporate this many re-

sources, the time to run even a linear-time heuristic can
be prohibitive, making application scheduling unscalable.
A solution to address this scalability problem consists in
decoupling resource selection from application scheduling.
In the first phase, one performs explicit resource selection.
In the second phase, one performs scheduling within the
selected resources rather than on the whole resource universe. The key point here is that a decoupled approach
makes it possible to compute schedules faster, by several
orders of magnitude, making application scheduling scalable to large-scale platforms. In fact, this decoupling may
make it possible to run expensive scheduling algorithms
on the explicitly selected resources.
We claim that using a system such as vgES (see Section III-A) to perform explicit resource selection makes
it possible to achieve schedules that are comparable in
quality to the ones obtained when letting the scheduling
algorithms perform implicit resource selection over the
whole resource universe, at dramatically higher scalability.
Although our decoupled approach is generic, in this paper
we discuss and evaluate it in the context of a particular
class of applications, as seen in Section III-D.
III. Decoupled Application Scheduling in Grid
Environments
A. Virtual Grid and Resource Selection
A fundamental challenge for grid applications is to describe and obtain appropriate resources to enable efficient,
high performance execution. This is challenging from many
standpoints, including the definition of an appropriate abstraction to describe resource needs, the difficulty of finding appropriate resources quickly in an environment with
many thousands of resources, and interacting with diverse,
autonomous resource managers that implement their own
resource management and access policies. As noted in
the introduction, the VGrADS project [16] approaches
this by allowing the user to specify its resource needs
using a high-level language, vgDL [8], which our execution
system, vgES [16], uses to find and allocate appropriate
resources for the application, returning a VG abstraction,
which is really an active entity (i.e., runtime object). By
contrast with traditional low-level resource description and
selection systems [3], [2] that focus on individual, quantitative resource characteristics, the VG provides a high-level,
hierarchical abstraction of the resource collection that is
needed by an application. The application can then use
the VG to find specific information about the allocated
physical resources, to deploy application components, and
to modify or evolve the resource collection.
We refer the reader to [16], [8] for details regarding
the vgES system and we only describe here features of
vgDL that are relevant for this work. The vgDL language
uses high-level resource abstractions that correspond to
what grid application programmers typically use to organize their applications portably across many different
resource environments. The vgDL was designed based on

a detailed study of half a dozen real-world applications.
These studies showed that in order to design for performance (and to manage complexity) portably, application
developers typically use three simple resource abstractions
to aggregate individual resources. Consequently, vgDL
contains three resource aggregates, distinguished based
on homogeneity and network connectivity: (i) LooseBag
— a collection of heterogeneous resources with no good
connectivity guaranteed; (ii) TightBag — a collection
of heterogeneous resources with good connectivity; (iii)
Cluster — adding homogeneity, a well-connected set of
resources with identical (or nearly so) attributes. Each
aggregate specifies a range for its size (i.e., number of
resources). The user can specify constraints on attributes
of individual resources within the aggregate (e.g., clock
rate, processor architecture, memory, etc.), or constraints
on aggregate attributes (e.g., total aggregate memory,
total aggregate disk space). Aggregates can be nested (e.g.,
a LooseBag of Clusters) to arbitrary depth. With these resource aggregate abstractions, an application can structure
the specification of its resource environment in a top-down
fashion and decorate components with constraints when
desired. In addition to constraints, applications can also
express resource preference by using a scalar rank function:
a user-defined expression of basic arithmetic operators,
resource attribute and resource aggregate attribute values
that define a scalar value that represents the quality of
that resource set for the application’s request.
The Virtual Grid Execution System (vgES) uses efficient search techniques based on resource classification
in a relational database. Table indices and other more
sophisticated database optimization techniques make the
search highly scalable in environments with large number
of resources. For instance, Figure 1 shows that it takes no
more than 5 seconds for the vgES system to process one
million resources for various queries on a Pentium4 3.2
Ghz processor. The different lines in the figure represent
different types of query with L, T, C meaning LooseBag,
TightBag and Cluster respectively and the number denoting the size of the requested VG. We will see in Section IV
that the ability to perform such resource selection in a few
seconds is key for improving the scalability of application
scheduling on large-scale platforms.
Given that (i) vgDL makes it possible to specify highlevel, qualitative resource requirements and that (ii) vgES
can perform fast resource selection in large-scale resource
environments, the VGrADS project provides an ideal foundation for decoupling resource selection from application
scheduling.
B. Scheduling Algorithms
While our decoupling approach is applicable to any
scheduling algorithm, we chose to apply it to a specific
workflow-scheduling algorithms to evaluate our approach.
In this paper, we use a simple greedy workflow scheduling scheme, which works as follows. Until all tasks in the

Fig. 1.

Time to complete vgDL queries with vgES.

workflow are scheduled, the algorithm finds the current set
of ready tasks. Then is calculates the rank values for each
of these available tasks on each available resource. The
rank values reflect the expected performance of the tasks
on the resources, with lower being better. Rank values take
into account the expected cost of computation and data
movement. Once the rank values are obtained, for each
available task to schedule, the algorithm assigns it to the
resource for which the task has the minimum estimated
completion time (ECT), which is a function of the rank
and the current state and availability of the resources.
The computational complexity of our greedy scheduling
scheme is O(vp) in which v denotes the number of jobs
and p denotes the number of resources.
We have also experimented with various heuristics [5]
which have computational complexity of O(v 2 p). We do
not report those results here because the algorithms are
less scalable, and because for the DAGs in Section IIID they produce nearly identical schedules to the greedy
method. However, in future work we plan to conduct
experiments with more complex applications for which the
benefit of more complex schedulers may be greater.
C. Selection Methodology
Now that we have picked a scheduling algorithm, we
must decide on a resource selection strategy. Resource
selection must be done according to the application’s needs
and we consider three classes for three different types of
such needs:
1) Class 1: A set of resources that have high computing
power but not necessarily good network connection
between them, as needed by a computation intensive
applications.
2) Class 2: A set of resources that are connected
with high bandwidth and low latency but are not
necessarily have high computing power, as needed
by a communication intensive application.
3) Class 3: A set of resources that have relatively balanced computing power and connectivity, as needed
by a balanced application that is neither computenor communication-intensive.

It is relatively straightforward to generate selection
criteria for class 1: simply select the fastest resources.
However, we need the help of vgDL specifications and of
the vgES system to select the resources that meet the
requirement of class 2 and 3. The key concept here is the
TightBag. Recall from Section III-A. that a TightBag is a
collection of heterogeneous nodes with good connectivity.
It matches the requirement of class 2 perfectly. For class
3 we will use vgDL to specify a hierarchy of aggregates.
The idea is to aggregate several TightBags into a single
LooseBag so that we can get both high computation power
and high connectivity.
The above classes provide bases for performing resource
selection following three broad characterizations of an
application’s resource needs. In our experiments we quantify the needs of particular applications using a popular
and simple metric: the application’s Communication to
Computation Ratio (CCR). We experiment with applications spanning a spectrum of CCR values, with higher
values implying that the application is communicationintensive and lower values implying that the application
is computation-intensive. For each such application we
perform resource selection according to the three above
classes. We expect that class 1 will be best for applications
with low CCRs, and that class 2 will be best for applications with high CCRs. We will verify that the CCR value
of the application provides good guidance for selecting the
appropriate resource selection method.
The final key element for resource selection is the
specification of a bound on the number of required resources. One could ask for as many (potential) resources
as there are resources in the whole universe of resources.
This will not lead to any scalability improvement over a
traditional application scheduling approach that performs
implicit resource selection. Instead, as a simple heuristic,
we request as many resources as the maximum width
of the DAG representing the application’s workflow. The
intuition behind this choice is that this is the maximum
number of resources that can be used by the application
at a given time. Any additional resource may stay idle for
the entire application execution.

node in the DAG represents an application component and
the edges denote control/data dependencies. We describe
our two target applications below.

Fig. 2.

EMAN Refinement Workflow

1) EMAN: EMAN [Electron Micrograph Analysis] is a
bio-imaging application developed at the Baylor College
of Medicine. It primarily deals with 3D reconstruction of
single particles from electron micrographs. Human expertise is needed to construct a preliminary 3D model from
the ’noisy’ electron micrographs. The refinement from
a preliminary 3D model to the final 3D model is fully
automated and is the most computationally intensive step
that benefits from harnessing the power of the grid. The
EMAN refinement can be represented by the workflow
depicted in Figure 2. It is essentially a linear workflow
with some sequential and parallel stages. The important
and time-consuming steps are the large parameter sweep
steps like ”classesbymra”. We use different versions of the
EMAN refinement workflow DAG for the experiments.

D. Case-Study: Workflow Applications
We explore our approach of decoupled resource selection
and scheduling in the context of two real applications,
EMAN [19] and Montage [24]. These applications fall
into the general class of workflow applications. We choose
workflow applications for our representative scenarios because they are amongst the most popular grid applications
today.
A workflow application consists of a collection of interacting components that need to be executed in a certain
partial order for successful execution of the application.
The components have specific control and data dependence between them. Hence, the application can be represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where each

Fig. 3.

A Small Montage Workflow

2) Montage: Montage is a data-intensive astronomy
application to create custom image mosaics of the sky
on demand. It consists of four steps: (i) Re-projection of
input images to a common spatial scale; (ii) Modeling of

background radiation in images to achieve common flux
scales and background levels; (iii) Rectification of images
to a common flux scale and background level; and (iv) Coaddition of re-projected, background-corrected images into
a final mosaic. Figure 3 shows the structure of a small
Montage workflow. The workflow consists of some highly
parallel sections that can benefit from execution over
multiple grid sites. This application being data-intensive,
potentially large files are transferred on the edges of the
workflow. We use different versions of this workflow for
our experiments.

performance is stable and predictable. This assumption
eliminates the random error that may be introduced by
the network fluctuation. We have found it to be the case
for our experiments with EMAN, although longer-running
applications would see more variation. We assume that the
resource is available immediately, and will remain available
for the duration of the application. We assume that we
already obtained all the resource information before the
start of the experiment. Once again, we believe that these
assumptions do not bias our comparison between the two
scheduling approaches.

IV. Experimental Evaluation
A. Methodology
1) Simulation Environment: In order to perform repeatable experiments in a large-scale resource environment
we resort to simulation. Our simulated environment consists of three key components: the resource model, the
network model, and the application model.
Our resource model is based on a tool that generates
populations of representative compute clusters [15]. This
tool uses empirical statistical models of cluster characteristics (e.g., number of processors, processor architecture,
processor clock rate) obtained from a survey of 114 realworld clusters. Using this tool we generated a resource pool
that contains over 36,000 hosts, which we call the resource
universe.
Our network model is as follows. Conforming to the
results in [18], we generated end-to-end latencies between
compute clusters according to a truncated normal distribution. We set the mean of this distribution to 100ms,
conforming to the results in [22], and we bounded the
latencies from 1 to 200ms. For the network bandwidths,
we set the connection within a cluster as 1000Mb/s and
all the inter connection between clusters range from 10Mb
to 100Mb/s. These numbers are primarily based on results
listed in [27], [10]. Furthermore, we ensured that the higher
the latency the lower the bandwidth.
Our application model comes directly from the realworld applications described in Section III-D. For each application we generate DAGs that follow the same structure
as those of the applications, but we vary their CCR and
their widths. When simulating application execution, the
execution times of the tasks on resources come from the
DAG node weights and the performance models described
in [20], and the data transfer times come from the DAG
edge weights and the latencies and bandwidth in our
network model.
Since this is a simulated environment, we must make
some assumptions that may not hold for real resources.
We assume that we have an accurate performance model
for tasks for both scheduling and computing the simulated
makespan. (In fact, we have such models for EMAN and
Montage.) We argue that since both the one-step and the
decoupled scheduler use the same performance model, this
does not bias the comparison. We assume that the network

We plan future experiments to relax these assumptions
for more in-depth study of scheduling methods. In particular, performance variation of the tasks or networks
may require new scheduling algorithms, but those can be
applied to either the one-step or decoupled approach. Dynamic resource availability requires dynamic rescheduling
(as we studied in the GrADS project [?]) or reselection of
resources. In either case, vgDL and vgES will support such
updates for the decoupled approach.
2) Experimental Setup: We first generate forty EMAN
and Montage DAGs with five different CCRs and eight
different widths. We use the greedy scheduling algorithm
described in Section III-B to schedule these DAGs on
the simulated resources. For each DAG, we first run
the scheduling algorithm on the whole resource universe,
which we refer to as the one-step approach, and record the
running time of the scheduler. We then run the scheduling algorithm on smaller subsets of resources explicitly
selected using the methodologies in Section III-C. The
running time for this decoupled approach is measured as
the sum of the time for selection and time to compute
the schedule. In both cases we record the (simulated)
makespan of the application. To run our experiments, we
used the Rice Terascale Cluster which is composed of Intel
900 MHz Itanium2 machines [26].
In order to determine how resource selection affects
scheduler performance, we selected 10%, 7%, 3%, 1% and
0.3% of the “best” resources, corresponding to the resource
selection methods for class 1 in Section III-C. We will
later refer these as the simple selection approach. We
also performed selections based on vgDL specifications. To
satisfy the requirements of class 2, we generated the vgDL
description shown in Figure 4, requesting one TightBag of
OPTERON and ITANIUM nodes. The “[1:n]” means there
are at most “n” nodes in the TightBag; we substituted
the maximum DAG width for n. We will later refer to
this selection methodology as the one TightBag approach.
Similarly, we generated the vgDL description shown in
Figure 5 for class 3. We will later refer to this selection
methodology as the LooseBag approach. Finally we refer
to the implicit resource selection approach used by the
one-step approach as the Universe approach.

Fig. 4.

vgDL for class 2 type of resource abstraction

Fig. 5.

vgDL for class 3 type of resource abstraction

B. Results
Figures 6 and 7 show the average scheduler running time
of the one-step and decoupled approaches for EMAN and
Montage. From the graphs we can see that, even including
selection time, the scheduler’s total running time is linear
in the number of resources considered. Even in this case,
the time used in the decoupled approaches is only a small
fraction of the time used in the one-step approach, since
the number of selected resources is much lower than the
full grid. This confirms our hypothesis of better scalability
of the decoupled approach.

Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the combined makespan
(yellow) and scheduling (blue) time for a range of simulations. In all charts, the total turnaround time for the
application is the overall height of the bar. For the “Simple
Selection”, “One Tightbag”, and “LooseBag” bars, we used
the scheduling time for the case in Figures 6 and 7 that
selects the least resources more than the maximum width
of the DAG. For example, for a test DAG of width 518,
the Simple bar uses the “1012 Best” scheduling time, the
TightBag bar uses “One TightBag”, and the LooseBag bar
uses “Three TightBags”. All results are averages over a
collection of EMAN and Montage DAGs.
Figure 8 shows results for computation-intensive DAGs
belonging to class 1. We observe that all the decoupled
approaches have much better turnaround time compared
to the one-step approach. Among decoupled approaches,
the one TightBag approach performs the worst since it
does not provide enough computing power. The simple
selection approach performs the best with makespan only
2% worse than the one-step approach. This confirms our
hypothesis that simple selection is very suitable for these
applications.

Fig. 8. Average MakeSpan and Scheduling Time for DAGs with

CCR=0.1

Fig. 6.

Average Scheduling+Selection Time for EMAN DAGs

Fig. 9. Average MakeSpan and Scheduling Time for DAGs with

CCR=10
Fig. 7. Average Scheduling+Selection Time for Montage DAGs

Figure 9 shows results for communication-intensive

DAGs belonging to class 2. We observe that all decoupled
approaches have lower turnaround time than the onestep approach. The one TightBag approach has the best
performance and outperforms the one-step approach by
almost 66%. The main reason for this result is that all
selected resources are closely connected, which avoids
greedily choosing nodes with poor connectivity. A better
scheduling heuristic for the Universe case might reduce
its Makespan, but at the cost of even higher scheduling
time. This confirms our hypothesis that pre-selecting a
TightBag is appropriate and efficient for scheduling this
class of problems.

Average MakeSpan and Scheduling Time for DAGs
with CCR=0.5,1,2
Fig. 10.

Figure 10 shows results for DAGs with relatively
balanced communication and computation requirements,
such as those in class 3. In all cases, the decoupled
approaches have lower turnaround times than the one-step
approach due to their lower scheduling times, with gains
of up to 50%. Also as we expected, the Simple approach
performs better as the CCR gets below one (i.e. more
computation-intensive code) and the TightBag approach
performs better as the CCR gets above one. Unexpectedly
however, the LooseBag approach does not show a clear
advantage. Here are two possible reasons
1) The simple selection may implicitly select nodes that
are close since fast nodes are more likely found in a
few clusters than scattered around the grid.
2) The bandwidth between the TightBags within the
LooseBag we choose may happen to be very low.
We will investigate this further in the future. If reason 1 is
true, we can further simplify our VGDL requests, while if
reason 2 is the case, we may have to devise more complex
queries.
In summary, our experiments confirm our hypothesized
advantages for decoupled scheduling over the one-step approach. They also confirm our hypotheses of best scheduling methods for very computation- and communication-

intensive applications. However, they do not match our
expectations for balanced applications.
V. Related Work
This work is closely related to our previous work on
scheduling Directed Acyclic Graphs onto heterogeneous
platforms under VGrADS [16] project. Current grid workflow management systems use simple approaches such as
first-come-first-served with matchmaking as in Condor
DAGMan [21], the Data Grid resource broker [28] and
the GridLab resource broker [1], or random allocations or
round robin as in Pegasus [25].
Mandal et al.[20] presents a novel approach to schedule
the nodes in a DAG level by level. The algorithm relies on a
performance model to assign a rank to each node-resource
pair and then uses a combination of three heuristics to
schedule the nodes in the same level onto those resources.
Blythe et al.[4] improves the algorithm by introducing
randomness as the authors have observed that a better
local (i.e., within a level) makespan may not always lead to
a better DAG makespan. The algorithm repeatedly computes a new mapping between nodes and resources at each
level to find a better overall makespan. Evaluation results
show that this approach works well for communicationintensive DAGs but not as well for computation-intensive
ones. A key limitation of this approach however is that it is
not scalable to large numbers of resources as task-resource
mappings are re-computed repeatedly.
VI. Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a decoupled mechanism
that leverages the concept of a Virtual Grid to schedule
workflow applications onto large-scale grid environments.
Our approach improves scalability when compared to
traditional scheduling approaches as schedules can be
computed dramatically faster. Furthermore, our experimental results show that our approach does not increase
the makespan significantly in practice. Therefore, our
approach dramatically improves application turnaround
time.
In future work we will conduct experiments for a wider
range of DAGs including randomly generated ones. We will
also apply and evaluate our decoupled approach to more
scheduling algorithms, such as HEFT [14] and DLS [23].
Finally, we plan to conduct experiments on real resources
including our own VGrADS testbed and the TeraGrid [7].
At a more fundamental level, this work can be extended
in several directions. For instance, at the moment the
granularity of our resource abstraction category is relatively coarse and we assume that we can always find
enough resources to match our resource selection criteria.
This may not be the case in practice and we need to
refine our resource selection criteria when we cannot find
enough resources (e.g., ask for fewer resources, ask for
slower resources, ask for resources with poorer connectivity). Also, the CCR is calculated using average network

bandwidth, which may not work when networks are highly
heterogeneous.
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